Manager Commentary
May/June 2014 – U.S. Tactical Core Strategy

The Tactical Core U.S. portfolio maintains a mostly defensive position moving into June with an overall allocation of 25% large
cap equities and 75% treasuries. The Good Harbor Tactical Core U.S. portfolio gained 0.17% net-of-fees in May versus a gain
of 2.3% for the S&P 500 Total Return Index.
Mixed readings across all the model input categories were sufficient enough to maintain the month-end tranche in a partially
defensive allocation. Positive moves in economic measures were offset by negative moves in the yield curve dynamics, while
the momentum measures were mixed.
Momentum: Equity momentum generally improved across the period with small cap returning to positive territory. However,
this was accompanied by increasing Treasury momentum as well; with both the short-term (5-Yr) measure and the longer
dated (10-Yr) moving higher.
Yield Curve: Rates dropped across the curve with the 10-year constant maturity rate falling nineteen basis points to 2.48%.
Slope measures flattened as well.
Economic: Model credit spreads continued to tighten modestly across the period. The VIX continued to decline as well, ending
the month at 11.40. The VIX futures complex was also slightly lower. The economic level and growth rate both registered
improvements.
As always, this modestly negative outlook on U.S. equities based on our tactical model does not mean stocks are guaranteed
to fall over the coming weeks. There are many economic and geopolitical factors that can certainly disrupt the equity markets
in either direction with little to no warning. However, our research suggests when we see the kind of moves we're seeing in our
risk premium measures, it is better to maintain reduced equity risk exposure. This has been our process over the last ten plus
years and it is the consistent application of this process that we believe is most critical to implementing a sound investment
strategy.
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an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security by Weatherstone Capital Management and are subject to change at any time due to
changes in the market or economic conditions. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Performance information was obtained
from Good Harbor Financial prior to June 30, 2012, however Weatherstone cannot guarantee their accuracy. Actual performance will vary based
on the custodian chosen to carry the funds. Net returns are calculated using the highest management fee of 2% and include reinvestment of
dividends. Results shown are not intended to suggest that future results will be as good, or that the strategy can guarantee an account against
loss in declining markets. The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged market capitalization weighted price index composed of 500 widely held common
stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange and Over the Counter market. The value of the index varies with the
aggregate value of the common equity of each of the 500 companies. The S&P 500 index cannot be purchased directly by investors. Good Harbor
Financial, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor subsidiary of Cedar Capital Advisors, LLC. and provides sub-advice to Weatherstone Capital
Management, Inc., which is used in the management of the U.S. Tactical Core program. Good Harbor Financial, LLC and Weatherstone Capital
Management, Inc. are not affiliated. Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the underlying funds that
make up the portfolios carefully before investing. The strategy is subject to management risk and an investor’s return and principal value of
investment may fluctuate, so that an investment, when liquidated, may be worth more or less than their original investment. Overall market risk,
including volatility, may affect the value of the individual instruments in which the strategy invests. Portfolios utilize leveraged index products.
Leveraged ETFs are considered risky. The use of leverage strategies by a fund increases the risk to the fund and magnifies gains or losses on the
investment. Most leveraged ETFs “reset” daily. Due to the effect of compounding, their performance over longer periods of time can differ
significantly from the performance of their underlying index or benchmark during the same period of time. The ADV Part II document contains
important information about the portfolio. Please ensure your financial advisor provides a current ADV document.

